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() > 0 and the potential
at xed  as a function of ', namely V




















































;  = 0 minimizes
V ('; ):








; ' = 0 and   1. Then, the poten-
tial is dominated by the almost constant false vacuum energy density, i.e.






























= ; and the universe experiences





. During ination the











Ination ends at  ' 
c



















































: Also the spectral index of density uctuations
n ' 1 + 2 is almost scale invariant and slightly larger than 1 for   1:




































) ' 50   60 is the number of e-foldings of \observable" ina-





























Taking   10
 4














Taking, instead, larger values of  we obtain larger scales. For example,










and  ' 1:1 10
 3
:
At this point we should remark that  cannot be arbitrarily large since





















































'  . 1:46 10
 2
: (5)
How natural are the initial conditions that lead to the hybrid ination-
ary scenario [5]? We assume that the energy density  of the universe is
dominated by V ('; ). Let us start away from the inationary trajectory
and choose the energy density 
0





over, we assume that '
2
starts somewhat below 
2
: Then, the relevant term









: We would like ' to oscillate
from the beginning as a massive eld due to its coupling to  and quickly
become very close to zero. In contrast 
2




. Thus, for 
4
   
0
























: When   
4


















. If we allow j
0
j  1, j'
0
j does not have to be very
small. For example, with the choice  ' 1=35;  ' 10
 2
,  ' 1:1  10
 3
we could have j
0
j ' 4:5, j'
0
j ' 1. If, instead, we insist that j
0
j < 1 we

















This severe ne tuning becomes more disturbing since the eld con-
guration at the assumed onset of ination, where H = H
infl
, should be
homogeneous over dinstances  H
 1
infl
. Notice that H
 1
infl
is larger than the
Hubble distance at the end of the Planck era ( = 
in
' 1) as expanded




; where R is the scale factor of
the universe) till the assumed onset of ination (at  = 
infl

























 1; if  & 1: Therefore, in order for any








 1, the initial
eld conguration at  = 
in
' 1 (where initial conditions should be set)











 1. Such a
homogeneity is hard to understand unless a short period of ination took












inationary stage might also eliminate the requirement of severe ne tuning
of the eld conguration at  = 
in
since, in addition to the homogeniza-
tion of space, it could alter the dynamics during the early stages of the
evolution of the universe.





although eliminates existing inhomogeneities it generates new ones due





and generate inhomogeneities over distances  H
 1
1
resulting in a gra-























should be smaller than V
infl
: This gives an upper bound on
the energy density 
1















( & 1) (6)





Such an early inationary stage can be easily incorporated into the
hybrid model [6]. In particular, if we allow eld values considerably larger




j & 10 for  ' 1=35;  ' 10
 2
,  ' 1:1 10
 3
)





which takes care of the initial condition problem.
Linde's potential can be easily obtained in the context of global su-
persymmetry (SUSY). Let us consider a model with gauge group G which
breaks spontaneously at a scaleM: The symmetry breaking of G is achieved








 is a conjugate pair of left-handed superelds which belong to non-
trivial representations of G and break it by their vacuum expectation values
(vevs), S is a gauge singlet left-handed supereld,  is a mass scale related
toM and  a real and positive coupling constant. The superpotential terms
in W are the dominant couplings involving the superelds S, ,

 which


































) +D   terms; (8)
where the scalar components of the superelds are denoted by the same
















ate gauge and R-transformations on this D-at direction we can bring the
complex ,











' and  are real scalar elds. The potential then becomes























) apart from a mass-squared term
for . A tiny m
2

can be generated as a result of soft SUSY-breaking or
a larger one due to the promotion of global SUSY to local as we will see
shortly. In the absence of m
2

the necessary slope V
0
could be provided by
radiative corrections [7].
Supersymmetry cannot, of course, remain just global. Thus, we must
at some point face the problem of extending the hybrid model to incorpo-
rate supergravity. We might naively have thought that we could evade the
complications of supergravity by staying at small energies and eld values.
Unfortunately, there are two reasons for which this is not possible. Firstly,
as our earlier discussion made it clear, the problem of initial conditions by
denition cannot be addressed at small eld values and energies. A second
very well-known reason is that, in the case that the potential during ina-
tion is dominated by the F-term, supergravity tends to give a large mass to
almost all elds, thereby eliminating most candidate inatons [4, 8]. This





(  ); (10)
where K is the Kahler potential. Let us assume that our candidate inaton
eld S is canonically normalized for jSj
2
 1 and the Kahler potential
admits an expansion K = jSj
2












+ : : : = (1 + : : :)V
F
+ : : := V
F
+ : : : : (11)





is, there is always





or a contribution ' 1 to the \slow-roll"
parameter jj : There could very well exist other contributions to  partially
cancelling the one just described but their existence will depend on the
details of the model. Therefore it seems that in the context of supergravity
it is easy to add to the potential of the hybrid model a sizeable mass-squared







order unity but much smaller.
In order to investigate the eect of supergravity on the simple globally
supersymmetric hybrid model discussed above we restrict ourselves to the
inationary trajectory ( =





involving just the gauge singlet supereld S: If the minimal Kahler po-
tential K = jSj
2
leading to canonical kinetic terms for  is employed the
\canonical" potential V
can



























does not allow ination unless jSj
2
 1: From its expansion
as a power series in jSj
2
we see that, due to an \accidental" cancellation, the
linear term in jSj
2
is missing and no mass-squared term is generated for .
Small deviations from the minimal form of the Kahler potential respecting



















1 +  jSj
2







in which a linear term in jSj
2
proportional to the small parameter  is now
generated. All higher powers of jSj
2
are still present in the series with coef-




The above discussion seems to indicate that the only potential source
of mass for  is the next to leading term in the expansion of the Kahler
potential in powers of jSj
2
which must have a small and negative coeÆcient.
This conclusion is certainly correct if all other elds are assumed to play
absolutely no role during ination. There could exist elds, however, which
do not contribute to the superpotential and are G singlets, but do con-
tribute to the mass-squared of  if they acquire large vevs. Such elds could
destroy the \miraculous" cancellation leading to a massless  in the case of
the minimal Kahler potential [12] but could also generate new \miraculous"
cancellations if other types of possibly better motivated Kahler potentials
with  < 0 are employed [13].
Let us consider a G-singlet chiral supereld Z which does not contribute
to the superpotential at all because, for instance, it has non-zero charge, let
us say  1; under an \anomalous" U(1) gauge symmetry and, as we assume,
all other superelds which have a U(1) charge can be safely ignored. Also








): Then, with the parameters




, the scalar potential (always with 
=


































































where the rst(second) term is the F(D)-term,  > 0 is a Fayet-Iliopoulos
term and g
1
the gauge coupling of the \anomalous" U(1) gauge symmetry.
7Minimization of such a potential for xed jSj
2
not much larger than unity,
assuming jSj
2



































































of the order of  in units of the false vacuum energy density. For the sake of






appearing in the F-term potential




























Notice that the contribution of Z to m
2

is positive. Therefore to make





expansion in powers of jSj
2
has a positive next to leading term (i.e.  < 0).


















where N is an integer. The corresponding Kahler manifold is the coset









































For all N we can make m
2

positive (or, by ne tuning, zero) through
appropriately chosen vevs ( parameters) of Z-type elds.
It would be very interesting if the contribution of Z to the mass-squared
of  in units of the false vacuum energy density were independent of the
value of Z. This is exactly the case if Z enters the Kahler potential through
a function K
2















where n is an integer. The corresponding Kahler manifold is again the coset
space SU(1; 1)=U(1) with constant scalar curvature 2=n. Such a choice
makes the contribution Æm
2

of Z to m
2

























8Obviously the most interesting cases occur for N = 1 or N = 2 because
2=N is an integer and the option of naturally making m
2

vanish for n = 2




be subsequently generated through additional Z-type elds which acquire
vevs of the order of appropriately chosen  parameters.
The choices N = 1 or N = 2 deserve particular attention for the addi-
tional reason that in these cases all supergravity corrections to the F-term
potential are proportional to the mass-squared m
2

of the eld  or, equiv-
alently, to the parameter : This oers the possibility of suppressing or
even eliminating all supergravity corrections to the inationary trajectory





) of Eq. (18) in Eq. (16) and minimizing with re-
spect to Z at xed jSj
2


















(N = 1; 2) (22)
(up to terms  
8
) independently of the mechanism chosen to make   0:
Such models allow for ination at inaton eld values close to 1 or even














) of Eq. (20) the combinations (N; n) = (1; 2) and (N; n) = (2; 1)
give  = 0 and consequently a completely at potential. [As already men-
tioned a small  could be generated through additional Z-type elds.] These
models with  = 0 could be regarded as a justication for the SUSY hybrid
inationary scenario [7] in which supergravity is neglected completely and
the necessary slope V
0
is provided entirely by radiative corrections.
Let us now discuss the initial conditions in a model with  = 0 and
a classically completely at inationary trajectory. Our specic model in-
volves, in addition to the superelds S, ,

, one G-singlet superelds Z
with charge  1 under the \anomalous" U(1) gauge symmetry. The Kahler
potential is chosen to be






















< 1; 0 < jZj
2








): We dene the canonically normalized real scalar
elds 
infl














9with the complex scalar elds S; Z brought to the real axis by symmetry






where ' is a canonically normalized real scalar eld, and we consider a












































































and the initial time derivatives of all elds
vanish. Notice that e

0
 1 is required in order for 
0




suÆciently large. Then, e

starts decreasing further unless the F-term of V














&  holds from the beginning which, for the initial











































soon established and the universe experiences a stage of \chaotic" D-term















< 0: The total number of e-foldings N
tot
as  varies from 
beg
towards







































&  (i.e. j
infl
0










j stays large with '
2
becoming very small. Thus, when the
\chaotic" D-term ination is over the eld conguration is close to the in-
ationary trajectory but 
infl
does not reach its terminal velocity as long
as  is dominated by the coherent oscillations of the massive eld  about
its minimum. Actually, even if the initial eld values violate the condition
in Eq. (26) and the eld conguration fails to approach the inationary
trajectory during the \chaotic" D-term ination it may still succeed in ap-
proaching it during the period in which  is dominated by the oscillating
eld . The \observable" ination starts only after   
4
:
A numerical investigation of the complete potential reveals the existence
of more natural initial conditions than the above simplied analysis indi-
cates. To provide an example in our model with classically at inationary
10
trajectory we consider the choice  = 2:48510
 4
;  = 410
 3
obtainable
















(' +i ) (along a D-at direction), where ',  are canonically


















=  2:5 and zero
initial time derivatives for all elds. An alternative possibility with 
0
' 1




= 2:2 (or '
0















=  1 and assume that the initial time derivatives for the re-
maining elds vanish. Thus, our scenario allows for a quite natural starting
point involving eld values which are neither very small nor very large and
an initial energy density 
0
 1 possibly equally partitioned into kinetic
and potential.
In summary, hybrid ination is a natural scenario in the absence of
supersymmetry. In the context of supergravity, however, it has to face
two potential problems. These are the suppression of the inaton mass
and the implementation of a mechanism providing reasonable initial con-
ditions. Both problems can be solved in a class of models involving Kahler
potentials associated with products of SU(1; 1)=U(1) Kahler manifolds and
\decoupled" elds acquiring large vevs through D-terms.
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